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A Pro’s Guide to Buying Office Furniture shows you the tips and tricks that professional office

designers use to get the best furnishings available at the lowest cost. Increase productivity,

your business image and employee moral with furnishings that are designed for the task at

hand.It's a known fact that choosing appropriate office furniture is a challenge. Unless you’re

an expert, it’s not always easy to know which size of cubicle works best for a certain type of

employee, or what is the best chair for all-day comfort and ergonomics. A Pro’s Guide to

Buying Office Furniture let’s you in on secrets and advice from professional office designers for

every type of office furnishing situation, including:- Office Furnishings for the Executive Office-

The Most Productive Workstation Layout- How to Pick a Chair that Will Work For Everyone-

The Perfect Furnishings for a Conference Room- How to Create a Stylish and Functional

Reception Area- Furnishings and Equipment for Breakrooms and Kitchens- Types of Storage

for File Rooms and Mailrooms- And, much, much moreIf you’re given the task of choosing

office furnishings for your company, A Pro’s Guide to Buying Office Furniture will help you

shine!
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FurnishingsIntroductionChoosing the right office furniture can be a challenge. It's an expensive

line item on the budget, and your furnishings will affect everything from your company’s image

to employee productivity. The appearance and efficiency of your furnishings can even improve

communication and employee morale.Before you start shopping, take some time up front to

plan for your furniture needs and to carefully weigh your options. Be sure to consider not only

your current furnishing needs, but also what you may need in the future as your business

changes or grows.Chapter 1: Questions to Ask Before Buying Office FurnitureFurniture

UseConsider how much time your employees will spend at their desks. If they will be banging

away at their keyboards from 9 to 5, choose high-quality chairs with ergonomic controls that

will allow the employee to make adjustments.ImageThink about how important image is to your

company. Will existing and potential clients, potential employees and others judge you by the

style and quality of your office furniture? If VIPs will have occasion to visit your offices,

consider carefully what image your furniture will project about your company.BudgetNaturally,

you will have to work within a certain budget. Determining your budget up-front will save you

time as you investigate your options. Begin your search by looking at the Web sites of office

furniture manufacturers and dealers. This will open your eyes to the world of choices you have,

in terms of products, styles and finishes, and it will give you a good idea of how much things

cost.Chapter 2: What to Look for in Quality Office FurnishingsIt's important to choose durable

furniture to which you can add similar pieces should your business expand in the future. Look

for furniture that has been tested for durability and meets the industry's performance



standards. Furthermore, rather than going with trendy styles that may go out of production next

year, choose a classic line that will likely be manufactured for many years to come.Find a Good

Dealer/Where to BuyNext, look for a good furniture dealer. If possible, get referrals from people

at other businesses. Meet with a few dealer representatives. Do they take the time to listen to

your needs, and do they come across as honest and knowledgeable about different solutions?

Dealers, who often carry lines of several manufacturers, can help you determine your furniture

needs. Ask about the services they provide, from a free consultation in your offices to

installation to follow-up service warranties. For instance, will they come to your office to fix a file

drawer that goes off track? Will they still be around in a couple of years to honor their service

warranties and help you order similar furniture pieces as need dictates?Similarly, you don't

want the manufacturer's doors to be shuttered when the time comes to order more furniture.

Manufacturers typically offer warranties, which are only as good as the company that stands

behind them. So choose your furniture maker wisely, taking into consideration how long the

company has been in business and its reputation.Systems furniture, new or pre-owned, is sold

through a network of dealers, with each dealer typically represent several lines of

manufacturers. Choosing which one you work with should not be based on price alone. If you

are looking to configure a large open space, working with a dealer who has extensive

experience planning office space. To ensure the process runs smoothly, it can also be helpful

to work with a dealer who will handle the process directly from ordering to installation.Chapter

3: Types of Office EnvironmentsThe type of furniture you need will ultimately be determined by

the types of employees you have, whether or not your employees work in teams or collaborate;

and how your employees perform their individual workloads. These factors will lead you to an

office environment and layout that works best for your business.When considering your office

layout, two standard types of floorplans come to mind: primarily open office, utilizing

workstations; and the closed, or traditional private office concept. Numerous studies have

found that each of these layouts have their advantages, depending on what type of business

you have and what you are trying to accomplish.While none of the studies consistently come

down on one side or the other of the open/closed office debate, it is accepted that different

kinds of work demand different types of work environments. For example, “high load” tasks,

those requiring high levels of concentration, often performed by professionals, are best

accomplished in quiet, private environments.“Low load” tasks, repetitive and routine in nature

and usually carried out by clerical staff, on the other hand, are best relegated to open

environments with high levels of external stimulation. In other words, the more complex the job,

the more important the level of privacy.The majority of companies usually employ a

combination of the two concepts, by constructing private offices around the perimeter of the

space and outfitting the center portion of the space with workstations.Chapter 4: Furnishing a

Private OfficeWhen private offices are included in a space plan, they almost always are

furnished with traditional desks, credenzas and bookshelves. Furniture makers offer these

products in a wide variety of styles, from traditional to ultra modern.DesksNo corner office is

complete without a modern executive desk. The ideal executive desk does more than provide

an executive workspace, it also offers much needed storage and sets the tone of the office.The

executive desk also defines the personality and outlook of the executive who’s using it.There

are several important questions to consider when choosing an executive desk:1. How flexible

does the user intend to be? Modern executive desks come in modular versions, which can be

set up easily, then reconfigured if needs change down the road. High-quality modular desks

are easy to assemble and configure.2. What type of electronics will the executive be using?

Look for a desk with at least one grommet hole to hide computer and telephone wires.3. How



many people will the executive interact with around the desk? The best desks allow for

collaboration with colleagues, and come with island worksurfaces that allow teammates to

huddle up around the desk and still have enough room for work materials.Size. The desk

needs to fit in the space. That’s common sense but before you shop for a desk, measure the

office so you know what size of desk to look for.Material. Whether you pick a desk that’s made

of solid wood, out of MDF (medium density fiberboard) with wood veneers, or metal, among

other materials, make sure the desk is sturdy enough to move from one place to another. Keep

in mind that a solid wood desk can warp, so if your office is located in a humid area you may

want to choose a desk made out of MDF.Desktop space. Do the executives need room to

spread out papers? A desk with a return offers plenty of desktop space.Storage space. Look

for a desk with desktop file drawers that can hold hanging folders. A few extra drawers to hold

supplies can be helpful too.Price. Determine your budget before you start shopping. Good

quality desks come in a variety of price ranges.Credenzas and BookshelvesMany larger

executive offices include a credenza and a bookshelf in addition to the desk. A credenza is

often used as a secondary workspace and provides added storage for files. Those that like to

spread out their work will appreciate the additional desktop. Bookshelves are used to store

books and reference materials, and also to showcase photos, awards and collectibles. Often,

bookshelves and credenzas are sold together, with the bookshelf sitting atop the credenza to

create the look of a large, single piece of furniture.Credenzas and bookshelves should

coordinate with the desk to create a uniform and stylish design.Executive Seating
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